
Name(s) of graduate program(s) International Economy and Business

Type of the exam Written

Name of the exam Competency profile

Duration of the exam 60 minutes

Method of the exam online written

Short description of the exam Competency measurement: we measure logical  and critical thinking and numerical reasoning and  information 

processing.

Materials that can be used during the exam -

Recommended reading materials -

Topics -

Which number is the solution of the task? 5; 7; 11; 17; 25; ?

The Monday relates to the Thursday so than, the Friday relation the ….? A: Tuesday B : Saturday C : Sunday  D: 

Monday  E: Wednesday

The 400 seats in a parliament are divided amongst five political parties. No two parties have the same number of 

seats, and each has at least 20 seats. What is the largest number of seats that the third largest party can have?  A: 22 

B:118 C :119 D: 120  E:121

Name(s) of graduate program(s) International Economy and Business

Type of the exam Written

Name of the exam Competency and professional entrance exam

Duration of the exam 45 min + 15 minutes

Method of the exam Online test in English

Short description of the exam

The written exam is organised online and it has two parts: 1. an online test about measuring candidates' competencies 

(centrally organized by the university; 45 minutes) and 2. an online test to measure candidates' professional 

knowledge (15 minutes). The 'professional test' consists of 10 multiple choice test questions about current issues of 

world economy, basics of international economics and international finance.

Materials that can be used during the exam Nothing

Recommended reading materials

Thomas A. Pugel (2016): International Economics, McGraw-Hill, 16th Edition. Current news of the Economist, the 

Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal and World Bank.

Topics Current issues of wold economy (issues of developed, developing and emerging countries with a special focus on the 

European Union), basics of international economy and internation finance.

Sample questions

1. Which country/countries from the followings is/are NOT the member of the eurzone (yet)? A. Denmark. B. Sweden. 

C. Croatia. D. None of them eurozone members. 2. What is the consequence of the current soaring energy prices? A. 

Increasing inflation rates. B. Significant decrease in demand for energy sources. C. Decreasing inflation rates. D. 

Increasing supply of energy sources. 3. If Federal Reserve increases the base rate in the US (ceteris paribus), the 

expectation is that: A. demand for USD decreases, USD depreciates, B. demand for USD increases, USD 

appreciates, C. demand for USD does not change, USD is devalued, D. FED buys foreign currencies, so USD is 

revalued. 4. Suppose the domestic supply (QS) and demand (QD) for skateboards in the United States are given by 

the following set of equations: QS = –60 + 3P and QD = 390 – 2P; Calculate the change in producer surplus when the 

United States engages in free trade and imports skateboards from the rest of the world at a per unit price of $75. A. -

$2,812.50 B. +$2,812.50 C. +$3,375. D. -$3,375. 5. Assume the standard trade model with two countries (Alpha and 

Beta), two goods (food and drink), and two factors of production (land and labor). Further assume that Alpha is 

relatively labor-abundant and drink is relatively labor-intensive. If the countries engage in free trade, Beta will: A. 

import both food and drink. B. import drink and export food. C. export both food and drink. D. export drink and import 

food.

(Correct answers: 1.D, 2. A, 3. B, 4. D, 5. B)

Name(s) of graduate program(s) International Economy and Business

Type of the exam Oral

Name of the exam Motivational and professional interview

Duration of the exam 15-20 minutes

Method of the exam Online interview in English

Short description of the exam

1.	Introduction (3 minutes)

2.	Motivational questions (2')

3.	Professional part (based on topics below and based on experiences and interest) (10’)

Evaluation aspects

•	have up-to-date information about our program

•	have some basic knowledge about our field of sciences

•	have logical thinking

•	have knowledge and opinion about current issues in relation with world economy

English knowledge, speaking skills

Materials that can be used during the exam Nothing

Recommended reading materials

Thomas A. Pugel (2016): International Economics, McGraw-Hill, 16th Edition. Current news of the Economist, the 

Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal and World Bank

Topics Topics: International trade (specialization theories, trade barriers, exhange rate and its theories: mainly PPP and IRP 

theories, determining factors of exchange rates, exchange rate systems). Current issues of developed, developing and 

emerging countries. Current issues of the European Union.

Sample questions

Some sample questions:

1. Why did you chose the Corvinus University of Budapest and our International Economy and Business programme 

as the next step in your studies?

2. How can you imagine yourself in 5 years, after the graduation?  

3. Which exchange rate system is used in your country? What do you think why your country has chosen this type of 

system? What could be its advantages and disadvantages? 

4. What do you think why is the high inflation rate dangerous for a country? 

5. If a trade war reveals between the EU and USA, what can be the economic consequences?

6. What do you think what will be the consequences of Brexit in short and long term for the Hungarian economy?

Sample questions


